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1. 
The purpose of this paper is to formulate a notion of “randomness” for 
real numbers. We will develop this entirely in terms of elementary 
mathematical concepts and not in terms of measure theory or probability. 
The rationale here is that statistical criteria are at best necessary tests for 
randomness, and not the basis for definitions. In fact, our work will 
ultimately lead to an entirely new method for constructing measure based, 
simply, on defining the measure of a set to be the probability that a random 
real lies in it. 
2. 
We will eventually define each of our random numbers in terms of a set of 
“clues,” that is, each of our random numbers will be the unique real 
satisfying a particular collection of clues. For our purposes, a clue will 
consist of a closed set of reals, where we think of a typical closed set p as 
supplying the following clue to the identity of a real r: r is a member of p.’ 
For example, consider the set of clues 
~[0.1I,[O,f],[O,f],[0,~],[0,~] ,..., [o,j] ,... 1 * 
Clearly 0 is the unique real which simultaneously satisfies all of them. (Of 
course, 0 is not particularly random. Our collections of clues defining 
random numbers will be more carefully selected.) 
In order that any single clue not contain too much information about a 
real it is approximating we will henceforth consider as clues only those 
closed sets which have positive measure. (Since we wish to develop our 
theory of random numbers without assuming any measure theory, let us be 
very specific about what we mean by “closed set of positive measure.” 
’ For the duration of this paper, all work takes place within the closed interval [O, 1). 
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Suppose that p is a given closed set. As [0, 1 ] is compact so is p. Given a 
finite disjoint union Q of open intervals with rational endpoints covering p, 
let Z(Q) be the sum of the lengths of the intervals comprising Q. We now 
simply deline m(p) to be the inf of such l(Q). 
The inspiration here is Cohen’s method of forcing, and, in particular, the 
instance of it devised by Solovay in constructing a model in which every set 
of reals is Lebesgue measurable. However, our approach is not going to 
mention models for set theory, and, will use absolutely no concepts or 
notions from mathematical logic. This paper takes place entirely within 
classical mathematics. 
We are now done with the basics and are ready to proceed. 
3. 
Let us define the partial ordering 9 to consist of closed sets of positive m- 
measure ordered by 
P<4 iff p2q. 
(This is intuitively sensible: the clue q has more information than the clue p 
just in case q Ep.) 
Two clues, p and q, are said to be compatible if m( p n q) > 0, and a set C 
of clues is said to be compatible if any two clues in C are compatible. 
(Intuitively, a compatible set of clues is a set of mutually noncontradictory 
clues. Note that we might have defined p and q to be compatible if 
p n q # 0, but our definition has the advantage that it can be cast entirely 
algebraically: clues p and q are compatible ilf there exists a clue r such that 
r>p and r>q.) 
A subset D of 9 is said to be dense (in 9) if given any clue p there exists 
a q in D such that p < q. 
(We will ultimately define random reals to be those reals determined by 
sets of clues which are compatible and which intersect various dense sets.) 
Given a finite sequence a, ( a2 < . . . < ak of rational% let D (I,r(12,.,.,L1 k be the 
following set of clues: 
D a,,a2,...,.k= ipIp G (0, a,), orp s (a,, 0 
or for some i, p G (a,, a,, 1)}. 
FACT. D,,,,, ,..., (Ik is dense. 
Proof of fact. Let a,, = 0 and ak+ 1 = 1. Clearly 
W-%m(pn b,~a,l> +mtpn [bd4)+ ... +m(pn [wh+d. 
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Thus for some i, m( p n [ai, ai+ 1]) = r > 0. If we now let q = p n [ai + r/4, 
aitl - r/41, then q 2 p and q E Da,,al.....ak~ 1 
DEFINITION 1. Let g be a collection of subsets of 9. A subset C of 9 
is said to be a-complete if 
1. wheneverpECandq<p,qEC, 
2. for any p and q in C there is an r in C such that p < r and q < r 
3. for any dense set D in g, D n C # 0. 
We now have the basis of our machinery for defining random reals. Let 
@c denote {D,)s is a finite sequence of rationals}. Then 
THEOREM 1. If G9 2 go, then any G9-complete collection of clues defines 
a unique real, that is, if69 2 go and C is G-complete then fl C consists of a 
single point. 
Proof Since the collection C of closed sets is compatible, it has the finite 
intersection property. Thus by compactness, n C # 0. Suppose rl and rz are 
two distinct points in n C (we will derive a contradiction). Let x be a 
rational lying strictly between r, and rz. Then as C n D,,, # 0, there exists a 
p in C such that p G (0, x) or p G (x, 1). In either case, rl and r2 are clearly 
not both in p contradicting fr,, rz) c_ C. Thus fi C consists of a single 
real. I 
Henceforth, whenever C is g-complete for @ 2 G9c, we will identify n C 
with the unique real lying in (I C. 
The natural question at this point is whether or not %complete 
collections exist. 
THEOREM 2. If g is countable, then given any p there exists a G- 
complete set C such that p E C. 
Proof. Let D,, D, ,..., D, ,... be an enumeration of all dense sets lying in 
g. As each D, is dense, it is easy to define by induction a sequence 
pO, p ,,..., pn ,... of clues such that p0 = p and, for each n > 0, p,,+, is an 
extension of p, lying in D, (i.e., P,,+~ >p,, and p,,+ 1 E D,). Clearly 
C = {q) for some i, q < pi) is g-complete and contains p. 1 
4. 
Random reals will simply be reals of the form n C where C is Q- 
complete for appropriate ?3. From the proof of Theorem 2 it is clear that any 
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such real is found, essentially, by diagonalizing over countably many dense 
sets. The proof breaks down if we have to diagonalize over uncountably 
many sets and for this reason it is impossible to construct reals which are 
truly random. What we can do, however, is to construct relatively random 
reals, that is, define a notion of a real being random with respect to, for 
example, some Bore1 set B. Such reals will also be random with respect to 
lots of other sets-they just will not be random with respect to all sets. As 
we shall see, however, relatively random reals have all of the properties we 
desire. 
The observation which lets us get our machinery going is simply this: 
although Bore1 sets may be uncountable and although there may be uncoun- 
tably many Bore1 sets of a given rank, any singZe Bore1 set is constructed 
from simpler Bore1 sets by a counfuble process. 
Let us be a bit more specific here: 
Bore1 sets are formed by starting with Bore1 sets of rank 0 (finite unions of 
intervals with rational endpoints) and alternately applying either the 
operation “countable unions” or the operation “complements” to go from 
those sets of any given Bore1 rank to those sets of the next higher Bore1 rank 
(at limit ordinals we just collect, i.e., Bore1 sets of a limit rank 1 are just all 
those sets of rank < A). 
By the nature of this process a given Bore1 set may be constructed in 
several different ways. For example {A,(i < cc} and {B,li < co} may be two 
different collections of rank 0 Bore1 sets yet Ui<oAi= Ur..mBi, and so 
each collection defines the same Bore1 set of rank 1. To eliminate ambiguities 
of construction such as this, let us choose, for each Bore1 set B, a single 
construction “B” of B, that is, a single unambiguous method “B” for 
constructing B as a Bore1 set in the above process. We require, however, that 
some care is exhibited in our choosing these “designated” constructions. We 
require that 
1. If “E” is a component in the construction “B,” then “E” was the 
construction chosen for the Bore1 set E; and 
2. for any Bore1 set B, “B” is a component of the construction “B”’ or 
“Be” is a component of the construction “B”. 
(It is important to note that any such designated construction “I#” has at 
most countably many component constructions contained in it.) 
These preliminaries out of the way, we are ready for our main definitions. 
The key notion will be that of a clue p pointing into a Bore1 set B (denoted 
p c) B). Intuitively, p .+ B means that solely on the basis of the clue p, we 
can assert that the random real will be in B. Of course p E B will imply 
p -P B, however, p + B is really much more general than p c B. Here it is 
formally: 
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DEFINITIONS 2 (simultaneously by induction). 
a. p c) B iff for every gB-complete C such that p E C, 0 C E B. 
b. gB = gQ U {DEl“E” is a component of “B” and EC has Bore1 rank 
less than the Bore1 rank of B}. 
c. D,= (p(p-tE orp--tEC}. 
DEFINITION 3. For any Bore1 set B, 
C2; = go u {D, 1 “E” is a component of “B”}. 
Note. It is interesting to contrast the definitions of aB and .@i. G9; is the 
collection of subsets of 9 in which we are really interested but we had to 
first define G9B in order to make the inductions in Definitions 2 noncircular. 
DEFINITION 4. A real number r is said to be random with respect to a 
Bore1 set B iff for some g,*-complete collection of clues C, r = n C. 
The following result, our main technical theorem, is really quite surprising. 
It essentially says that any time a random real lies in a set, there exists a 
clue (of POSITIVE measure) which told us so: 
THEOREM 3. Let B be any Bore1 set. Then if C is @,*-complete f) C E B 
13 there exists a p in C such that p .+ B. 
Proof: We prove this theorem by induction on the Bore1 rank of B. We 
will also prove by a simultaneous induction that the set D, is dense. 
First note that one half of our theorem is easy. Indeed, by Definition 2a, 
as g,* 2 gB, if C is a,*-complete and p E C and p 4 B then 0 C E B. 
Let C be gz-complete and f) C E B: 
Suppose B is of Bore1 rank 0; let 9 be the sequence of rationals 
appearing as endpoints in the intervals comprising B. As C is gc-complete, 
Cn DY# 0 and so there must be a clue p in C either contained in B or 
disjoint from B. As fi C E B we must have p c B and so p 4 B. 
Suppose “B” is “B = u i.,. Ei’; where each Ei has Bore1 rank less than 
that of B. As n C E B, 0 C E Ei for some i < o. Since “Et’ is a component 
of “B” C is 6@,-complete and so by the inductive hypothesis there exists a p 
in C such that p 4 E,. Clearly p -+ B. 
Suppose “B” is “B = EC” where E has Bore1 rank less than the rank of 8. 
By induction D, is dense and so C n D, # 0. Thus for some p in C, p 4 E 
or p -+ EC = B. Since 9: = g& p + E would imply n C E E (for C is G9;- 
complete). As n C E B and B n E = 0, we must have that p rs B. 
We now prove what we have been carrying along inductively, namely, that 
D, is dense: suppose we are given p E 9. If p -+ BC let C be a @&complete 
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set such thatpECand nC&BC. Then nCEB and as @$=@, C is 
Bf-complete. Thus by what we just proved there is an r in C such that 
r -+ B. As p and r are compatible let q > p and q > r. Since q > r we clearly 
have that q 4 B. We have thus proved that either p .+ BC or for some q > p. 
q c) B. Thus DB is dense. 
By induction, our proof is complete. i 
Remark. Until the proof which we just completed, we did not know, 
given a @z-complete C, just how many of the sets in 23B C intersects. We 
now know that C intersects all of them. 
5. 
To this point our work has used no measure theory. In fact, aside from 
considering the notion of “length” as applied to intervals with rational 
endpoints, our construction of random numbers has been virtually algebraic. 
Let us look at out notion 
p points into B, where p is a closed set of positive measure and B is Borel. 
p r) B intuitively say that any random real for which p is a clue lies in B. 
Since the larger p is, the more random reals there are for which p is a clue, it 
must follow that the larger a p exists such that p --‘B, the more likely it is 
that a random real lies in B. Thus let us consider 
sw{mWp -W. 
This, intuitively, should reflect the likelihood, or probability, that a random 
real lies in B. If our theory of random numbers is to have any validity, then, 
sup{m(p)lp 4 B} should be equal to the (Borel) measure of B. This we now 
show. 
DEFINITION 5. Given a Bore1 set B, let p(B) =df sup{m(p)lp 4 B}. 
We wish to show that ~1 is equal to Bore1 measure. Our approach here will 
be simply to show .that ,u is a countably additive measure on the Bore1 sets 
extending the interval measure. As Bore1 measure is the unique such 
measure, it most equal p. 
Thus our proof will also constitute a new construction of Bore1 measure, a 
construction which involves absolutely no inner and outer measure, and 
which (through our construction of random reals) is inductive in nature. 
There is one other nice feature of our proof worth pointing out. A naive 
construction of Bore1 measure might involve defining the measure of B to be 
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sup{ m( p) ]p E B ). This is tine except for difficulties encountered in proving 
countable additivity. Indeed, if B = Ui.,oBi disjointly, there is no way to go 
from a closed subset p of B to closed subsets of the Bi and so no clear way 
to even relate the measure of B to the measures of the Bi. On the other hand, 
we basically define the measure of B to be the probability that a random real 
lies in B, and of course, if B = U Bi and a random real lies in B, then that 
random real must lie in some Bi. In this way we easily relate p(B) to the 
I and thereby prove additivity. We now proceed in detail: 
THEOREM 4. p is a countably additive measure extending the interval 
measure. 
Prooj Let us get right to countable additivity: suppose B = U Bi, 
disjointly. We wish to show p(B) = ~~‘=,,a(B,). 
LEMMA 1. Ifp and q are closed sets and m( p n q) = 0 then m( p U q) = 
m(p) + m(q). 
Proof of Lemma 1. Clearly m( p U q) < m(p) + m(q). Suppose E > 0 is 
given. Let K and L be finite covers of p U q and p n q, respectively, by open 
intervals with rational endpoints such that l(K) and 1(L) are each within E of 
m( p U q) and m( p n q), respectively. Since [0, l] is compact and 
Hausdorff, let A and B be finite covers of P-L and q -L respectively by 
open intervals with rational endpoints such that A n B = 0. Then 
m(p)+m(q)~I((AnK)UL)+I((BnK)uL 
< I@ n K) + Z(B n K) + 21(L) 
< Z(K) + Z(L) < m( p U q) + 3~. 
Since E was arbitrary, m( p U q) > m(p) + m(q). 1 
We next consider a technical lemma: 
LEMMA 2. For any Bore1 set E, if 
P-+E and q-+E then pUq -*E. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose p -+ E and q + E yet p Uq + E. Let C be 
DE-complete such that p U q E C and n C & E. 
CLAIM. ForeachrinCp(rnp)>Oo~foreachrinCp(rnq)>O. 
Proof of claim. Suppose not, where rl, rz are in C and ,u(r, n p) = 
,u(r, n q) = 0. By the compatibility of C, let r; and r; be members of C such 
that r{ G rl, r; G p U q, r; G rz , r; c p u q. As r; = (r; n p) U (r’, n q), 
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p(T; n q) > 0. Similarly p(r; n p) > 0. As r; and r; are in C, p(r; n r;) > 0. 
But r; n r; 5 (r; n p) u (r; n 4) therefore 146 f-7 6) G 46 n P) + 
,~(r$ n q) = O-contradiction. The claim now follows. 1 
By the claim, let us assume p(r n p) > 0 for each r in C (parallel 
argument otherwise). Let 
C’= {sE9[Iszpnrfor some rEC}. 
It is immediate that C’ z C and that C’ is gB complete. As p E C’ and as 
p -P E, fi C’ E E. As C G C’ and as n C & E, fi C’ & E. This contradiction 
yields our lemma. fl 
By this lemma just proved, we have that 
,u(E) = sup{m(U Q)lQ G,{ pip -tE}, Q finite}. 
Our proof now that p(B) = CT” p(B,) breaks into two parts, part 1 showing 
that 
and part 2 showing that 
Part 1. Let X and Y be two given subsets of 9. X is said to be open if 
p E X and q > p imply q E X, and X is said to be dense in Y if for each p in 
Y there is a q in X such that p > q. 
LEMMA 3. (p)p-tB} and U;” {pIp-+Bi} are each open and each is 
dense in the other. 
Proof of Lemma 3. It is immediate that each of these sets is open. 
Suppose p -N B. Let C be a G9$ U lJz=, L@&-complete set of clues such that 
pEC. As pc’B, OCEB. As B=UB,, nCsB, for some i. By 
Theorem 3, let r E C be such that r -P Bi. As p and r are both in C, they are 
compatible. Let q > p and q > r. Then as q > r, q 4 B,. Thus q is an 
extension ofp lying in lJ;“=, {pIp-‘B,}, and so U;“=, {pIp-‘BI} is dense 
in { pjp 4 B}. By a parallel argument {pip -tB} is dense in 
UE”=, {PIP -‘Bib 1 
607/39/l-5 
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LEMMA 4. Suppose X G 9 is open and Y G 9 is dense in X. Then 
sup m UQ 
I ( )I 
Note. Lemmas 3 and 4 immediately yield part 1 of showing 
PtB) = CE 1 PtBi)- 
Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose Q 5 X, Q finite. In order to prove our 
lemma it will suffice to show that for any E > 0 there exists some finite 
Q’ c Y such that U Q’ s lJ Q and m(U Q’) + E > m(U Q). Suppose E > 0 is 
given, and suppose no such Q’ exists for E. Let q,, q2, q3, q4, q5 ,..., q, ,... be 
members of { p E Yip c lJ Q} such that 
Let S, c S, E . . . G S, 5z . . be a sequence of sets such that each S, is a 
finite disjoint union of open intervals with rational endpoints the sum of 
whose lengths, 1(S,), exceeds m(Uizl qi) by no more than (s/2)(1 - l/2”). 
(Aside. Here is how to. find Sk+l : Let Sz+ 1 cover qk+ I - S, to within 
~/2~+* (i.e., I(S*,+,) Q m(q,+, -Sk) + ~/2~+‘). Define Sk+, to be SkU St+,. 
Then 
ltsk+,) < ‘@k) + z(sitt I) 
Let S=dfUFzl s,. 
CLAIM. m(UQ-S)>O. 
Proof of claim. If m(U Q - S) = 0, let T be a finite disjoint union of 
open intervals with rational endpoints covering lJQ - S such that f(T) -C s/2. 
As SUTZUQ and UQ is compact, let n be such that S,UT?UQ. 
Then 
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This contradicts our assumption that for no finite Q’ E Y such that 
U Q’ C_ U Q do we have m(U Q’) + E > m(U Q). The claim now 
follows. I 
Since m(U Q-S) > 0 we know (by Lemma 1) that for some p E Q, 
m(p-S)>O. Asp-S>pEQcX and X is open,p-SEX. As Y is 
dense in X let qE Y be such that q>p-S. As qEp-SEQ, if we let 
Q* = {q}U {qrli= 1,2 ,..., n ,... }, then Q*G {pE YlpsQ}. However, by 
Lemma 1, m(q U (-I!= 1 qJ = m(q) + m(U;, 1 qJ for each n and so 
sup Im(uQ') 1 Q’iQ*,Q’finite[ =m(q)+ pi [ m( Gl q]] 
This contradicts 
Our lemma now follows. I 
Part 2. To complete our proof of the additivity of p we need only show 
lQs6{plp-'BJ,Qfinite = 2 CI(BJ. 
1 I=1 
This we now do. 
LEMMA 5, If p .+ B, and q 4 B, and i #j, then m( p n q) = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose m( p n q) > 0. Let C be gB, U @,-complete 
and such thatpnqEC. Then aspEC andp-tB,, nCEB,. Similarly 
n C E B,. Thus n C E B, n B, contradicting B, rT B, = 0. 1 
Q~lJ~{plp-‘B,}, Q finite, then 
(Jz= q,pq> . . .‘L q,,lfwhere for each j qi, .+ B,. Thus by Lemmas 5 
and 1, 
m ( > u Q = mh) + mh) + . . . + m(q,,). 
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From this it is immediate that 
We have thus proved that the function ,u is countably additive. The only 
thing remaining for Theorem 4, then, is to show that ,U is correct on intervals, 
and since we already know that ,u is countably additive, we need only check 
that ,U is correct on intervals with rational endpoints: suppose Z is an interval 
with rational endpoints a < b. Suppose p + I. 
CLAIM. m( p - (a, b)) = 0. 
Proof of claim. If not, let q + p - (a, b) be such that q n Z = 0, and let 
C be a g,-complete collection such that q E C. As q > p, q *I hence 
0 C E I. However, q n Z = 0 thus n C 62 Z-contradiction. u 
By this claim, p -P Z implies m(p) & m(p r7 [a, b]) < b - a. Thus 
,a(Z) < b - a. 
CLAIM. [a, b] +I. 
Proof of claim. Suppose C is ?21-complete, [a, b] E C. As C intersects the 
dense set D,a+6,, there is a q in C such that q c (0, a) or q G (a, b) or 
q E (b, 0). As [a, b] E C and C is compatible, the q must satisfy q G (a, b). 
Thus nCE(a,b):.nCEZ. m 
By this claim, p(Z) > b - a. 
The proof of our theorem is now complete. I 
6. 
There are two aspects of our theory which are seemingly unsatisfactory. 
For one thing, we have defined a different set of random numbers for each 
Bore1 set and have not yet considered the amount of overlap of these sets. 
Furthermore, and more important, in defining the notion “random with 
respect to B” (where B is Borel) we had to choose in an arbitrary way a 
construction of B. What if we had chosen a different construction? Would 
we have gotten a truly different collection of random reals? 
In this section we answer both questions through the following single 
theorem: 
THEOREM 5. For any Bore1 set B, almost every real is random with 
respect to B. 
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Indeed, by this theorem, given any two Bore1 sets, almost every real is 
random with respect to each of them, and also by this theorem if we were to 
change our choice of construction for B in defining “random with respect to 
B,” the resulting collection of random reals will only change on a set of 
measure 0. 
Before proving Theorem 5 let us consider a definition: 
DEFINITIONS 5. (a) For each subset D of 9 let us choose and denote 
by D* a subset of 9 such that 
1. D*sD, 
2. for any p and q in D*, m( p n q) = 0, 
3. D* is maximal with respect to 1 and 2. 
(b) Given a Bore1 set B let 9’B denote the collection of those reals r such 
that 
1. I 6Z n Q whenever rn(n Q) = 0 and Q E U,,s D*, Q finite 
2. r& (U D*)c for any DE C9$. 
LEMMA 6. For any D c 9, D* is countable. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Suppose D* is uncountable. Then for some E > 0, 
uncountably many p in D* satisfy m(p) > E. Let II be the least integer such 
that nc > 1. Then if p,, pz ,..., p,, are distinct p in D* such that m(p) > E, the 
fact that i # j implies m( pi n p,) = 0 tells us that m(U pi) = C m(p,) > 1. 
This contradiction yields the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 7. Zf D is dense, then ,u(U D*) = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Suppose p(U D*) < 1. Let Q be an open set covering 
U D* such that p = [0, l] - Q has positive measure. As D is dense there 
exists a q in D such that q>p. By the maximality of D*, there must be 
some member r of D* such that m(q n r) > 0. Thus q n r# 0. But 
qnrEp=[O,l]-Q and so (q n r) n Q = 0. This contradicts 
(qnr)CUD*CQ. 1 
LEMMA 8. For any Bore1 set B, 2ZB has measure 1. 
Proof of Lemma 8. The complement of 5PB is simply 
@Ql Qr U D* andeisfmiteandm nQ =0 U tJ UD* D&2; ( ) 1 D..( I=’ 
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As @ is countable, Lemmas 6 and 7 tell us that this is just a countable 
union of sets of measure 0. Since 2, complement has measure 0, Z%‘B has 
measure 1. I 
LEMMA 9. If r is in 5YB then r is random with respect to B. 
Proof of Lemma 9. Suppose r E sB. Let C, =df {qlfor Q c U,,s D*, Q 
finite, r E n Q G q}. (Note that if r E 5?B and Q finite, and r E n Q, then 
M-l Q> > 0). 
CLAIM. C, is g,*-complete. 
Proof of claim. If p E C, and q < p, then clearly q E C,. Suppose p and 
q are in C,,pznQ, and q?nQ,. As rEnQ,nnQ, and rEsB, 
m(nQ,nnQJ>O. Thus ifp*=nQ,nnQ,,p*<p andp*<q and 
p* E c,. Finally, suppose D E G2; is a given dense set. As r E .9B, 
r 6?2 (U D*)‘, i.e., r E p E D* s D. Thus p E Cn D. This proves the 
claim. I 
Since we clearly have that r = n C, r is random with respect to B. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5. Immediate from Lemmas 8 and 9. 1 
Remark. Theorem 3 and the proof of Lemma 9 easily give us the 
following: given any Bore1 set B, 
B=U P PE tj D*,p-+B, 
I 1 DE%; I 
modulo reals in .5PB. Since .5PB is of measure 1 and UD,gB D* is countable 
we have natural representations (modulo natural null sets) of Bore1 sets as 
F,‘s. 
Proof of remark. Suppose r E sB. Let C, be as in the proof of Lemma 9. 
If r E B, n C, E B hence by theorem 3 there is a p in C, such that p + B. 
AS C,cUDE~;D*, and as rEp, rEU (pIpEUDE~D*T p--tB}. 
Conversely, suppose r E p where p E lJ,,s D* and p 4 B. Then p E C, and 
asp-tB,nC,EB.Butr=nC,thusrEB. 1 
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